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Abstract. Low success in the implementation of technology transfer
projects in Ukraine is mainly caused by two groups of factors: the first
one, directly related to the development of innovative processes, which
hinders the country's participation in the international exchange of
technologies, and the second one, caused by the shortcomings of
domestic legislation on the definition and protection of intellectual
property rights of participants in the innovation process. In order to
develop the economy both at the enterprise level and at the national
level, the following technology transfers should be developed: firstly,
the classical one, which provides for the work of enterprises and
research institutions in close relationship; secondly, it requires the
development of transformational technology transfer, which ensures
closer cooperation in science with other countries; thirdly, it is necessary
to attract unique and advanced technologies to the regions. As a result of
technology transfer, developments can be successfully commercialized
for the benefit of their authors and, as a result, tax revenues to the
country's budget can be increased.

1 Introduction
In the context of globalization and integration, increased competition in world markets, the
level of economic development of the country determines its scientific and technological
progress and the ability to commercialize intellectual capital. One of the most
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important components of the innovation process and a promising mechanism of economic
stabilization of the state is the transfer of technology, the essence of which is the transfer of
know-how, new technologies, technological equipment and scientific and technical
knowledge from the owner to the customer.
The issue of determining the essence of the mechanisms of technology transfer has been
studied by many domestic and foreign authors, such as S. Arkhiyereyev [1], T. Tarasenko
[1], I. Evgrafova [3], H. Pratnenko [4], N. Tkalenko [5], D. Makarov [6], N. Fonshtein [7],
L. Balastryk [8], E. Dzhur [9], A. Sadekov [10] and others. Despite the existing scientific
developments in this subject area, theoretical and applied issues of the organization and
implementation of technology transfer require more in-depth study and improvement. The
efficiency of technology transfer is an important factor in the formation of competitive
advantages of any enterprise.

2 Presenting main material
The process of commercialization of own intellectual capital includes the transfer of new
technologies, technological equipment and scientific and technical knowledge from the
owner to the consumer. In the developed countries of the world, GDP increases by 75-80%
due to the commercialization of intellectual capital.
In Ukraine, according to UNESCO, the relation between patent activity and GDP
growth is the lowest among the countries of the international reference group (correlation
index of the USA is 0.985, Germany – 0.916, UK – 0.895, Poland – 0.878, Ukraine –
0.330) [1,2].
Low success in the implementation of technology transfer projects in Ukraine is mainly
due to two groups of factors: the first one, directly related to the development of innovative
processes, which hinders the country's participation in the international exchange of
technologies, and the second one, caused by the shortcomings of domestic legislation on the
definition and protection of intellectual property rights of participants in the innovation
process.
There is no general and free access to the international patent classification of
intellectual property objects, which contains not only descriptions, but also characteristics
and advantages. Therefore, researchers do not have the opportunity to learn about already
developed and patented analogues and their technical specifications which prevents from
focusing on the international technology market.
The issue of valuation of intellectual property objects and their reflection in accounting
is not settled. Today, so the assessment is extremely difficult because of the use of each
time a specially developed technique, which makes this procedure very long and costly.
The absence of a unified method of determining the amount of material damage caused by
the violation of intellectual property rights makes it impossible to punish violators.
The number of applications for inventions tends to diminish.
These facts confirm the existence of negative trends in the negative losses in the sphere
of technological transfer in Ukraine.
Commercial sale of intellectual property is carried out through their actual salehorizontal transfer-and use in their own production – vertical transfer. These two forms of
realization of intellectual property objects are interrelated and constantly pass into each
other during the life cycle of intellectual property objects. These processes can occur
simultaneously or in parallel, with the use of intellectual property objects by different
subjects.
Also, scientists decided to identify three main forms of technology transfer:
- internal transfer, when there is a transfer of technology between different
organizations;
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- introduce quasi-internal transfer, that is, the movement of technology within alliances,
unions and associations of independent legal entities;
- external transfer, i.e. the process of technology diffusion involving independent
technology developers and consumers, between different companies and countries [3].
Ukraine has established a national technology transfer network, which has a national
scale and aims to promote the commercialization of high-tech technologies and attract the
scientific potential of Ukraine in the global commercial turnover [4].
The analysis of the creation of advanced production technologies by industry showed
that the dominant role is played by enterprises of mechanical engineering, metallurgical,
chemical and petrochemical production, and food industry.
The economy of Ukraine is characterized by an unreasonably long period of use of
technologies used in production and, consequently, a high degree of wear and tear of
machinery and equipment. These problems can be solved as follows: to transfer
technologies by acquiring the results of scientific research of domestic scientists and
bringing them to industrial use; to transfer technologies from developed countries.
It should be noted that domestic technologies that are ready for industrial use are not
enough, and when purchasing Research & development results at the early stages of the
innovation cycle, the investor bears great risks, since from 100 ideas to the market reach
from 5 to 10. In addition, additional investment is needed, which is about 90% of the cost
of research. In the case of acquisition of foreign technologies, the company does not receive
additional revenue from innovation activity, but the risks are minimal, as the products that
are released according to the acquired technology has already been tested and received a
positive assessment in the market. However, this will not allow the country to become a
leader in the world market. Many countries of the world, especially Germany and Japan,
paid special attention to the import of technologies, as a result, these countries are now
among the world leaders in terms of scientific and technological development.
Today, society is trying to move to an innovative platform for building the economy,
from the accumulation of material wealth as the basis of personal well-being – to the
accumulation of information as the basis of social progress. The determining priority of the
country's place in the globalizing world is the availability of information, intellectual
potential and, as a consequence, the possession of material goods in the post-industrial
paradigm.
According to N. V. Tkalenko, scientific-technological revolution of the first decades of
the XXI century which includes new imperatives, corresponding to the essence of
humanistic-noospheric post-industrial society [5].
In order to develop the economy both at the level of enterprises and at the national level,
the following technology transfers should be developed. Firstly, the classic one, providing
for the work of enterprises and research institutions in close cooperation. Such cooperation
provides for making more active use of the results of domestic science and bringing it to
industrial and market applications. Secondly, a transformational technology transfer should
be developed, ensuring closer cooperation in science with other countries. It is very difficult
for domestic enterprises to enter the free world market, as it has long been divided between
specialized firms of the USA, Japan, Germany and other developed countries. Selling
technologies gives the opportunity to enter the closed market of other countries, because the
technology receives related goods and services. Thirdly, unique and advanced technologies
to the region should be attracted.
As a result of technology transfer, developments can be successfully commercialized for
the benefit of their authors and, as a consequence, tax revenues to the country's budget will
be increased. However, developers and owners of new technologies – scientific
organizations, small innovative firms, organizations of innovative infrastructure – have
problems with finding buyers of their developments or partners to create production.
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Fig. 1. Stages of implementation of the economic mechanism of technology transfer.
In addition, scientists usually do not have the skills to do business. There is another side
to the problem. If the company plans to achieve competitive advantages by improving
technologies, then the question will arise where to find information about technologies that
can improve business efficiency.
To solve these problems, it is necessary to create institutions-intermediaries of the
innovation market, which should provide participants of innovation processes with all
necessary services for the development of their potential and innovative opportunities on
the principle of “single window”.
The efficient transfer of technology accelerates innovation processes at the regional,
national and transnational levels. In order to create a mechanism for optimal interaction of
organizations on a national and transnational scale, it is necessary to determine the
parameters of modeling that allow the most effective way to implement the process of
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technology transfer (Fig. 1). The peculiarity of these parameters is that in determining them
it is necessary to take into account the goals and objectives of each of the participants in the
process of technology transfer.
Modeling allows obtaining a real system of economic relations with a certain
accuracy, taking into account many different components [6]. As the main elements of
modeling we can define the following: deepening of analytical approaches aimed at the
study of significant economic problems, and the use of new methods in solving economic
problems. The most effective mechanism for the implementation of the technology transfer
process is a three-level model that allows you to activate the flow of scientific and
technological information in short steps. Benefits from the implementation of the three-tier
system of technological cooperation are: reduction of time of search of partners and
investors; increase in the number of projects with scientific-technological cooperation;
increasing the scope of the search for technological partners and investors. The
implementation of a three-level technology transfer system will provide additional profit,
increase innovation potential, and improve the competitiveness of the economy.
The number of factors influencing the choice of technology transfer mechanism is quite
large. The effectiveness of technology transfer should be determined by comparing the
costs to the financial result for a certain period of time:
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Where Vip, Cip - the volume and price of innovative products;
Fjp - royalties from the implementation of an innovative product;
k – normal reduction of costs (%);
p – point in time
Thus, the modeling of the technology transfer process allows us to explore trends and
prospects of possible ways to spread innovation. The practical implementation of the threelevel technology transfer system will allow to intensively increase innovation activity in the
real sector of the economy.

3 Conclusions from the conducted research
For the development of the country's economy, it is necessary to increase the pace of
transfer of unique and advanced technologies, attract financial resources for the
development of innovation. At the same time, the introduction of innovations in the
enterprise should be constant. In addition, during the development and commercialization
of new products, it is necessary to focus on the needs of the market, investors, specific
buyers of new developments, technologies, goods and services. The experience of
developed countries shows that the process of technology transfer can be organized by
creating organizations that provide a wide range of services in the field of technology
transfer. A particularly important factor in improving the technological level of the country
is the commercialization of the results of innovation, for which it is necessary to create
tools for technology transfer.
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